PARENT GUIDANCE ON APPROPRIATE SUPPORT FOR
VIRTUAL MAP TESTING
PARENTS SHOULD...
PARENTS SHOULD NOT…
Help the student with logging in to the
Teams call and to test.mapnwea.org

Type in the Session Name & Password
from the teacher here

Show the student where to select/click
their answer and the blue button
that takes
them to the next question.
**This applies for Kindergarten and NEW DeKalb students as
the MAP assessment is new to them. Please use the MAP
Practice Test to familiarize your child with the MAP test platform
and features. **

You CANNOT choose answers for your
student on the test. This test must reflect your
child’s current understanding.

You CANNOT translate, define, or rephrase
words and questions on the test. It is ok if your child
doesn’t know the meaning of a word yet. That
informs your child’s teacher of how to best
support them during instruction!

You CANNOT use additional resources to
support your child, such as: phones, dictionaries,
calculators, tablets, laptops, etc.

You CANNOT Read-Aloud items on the test!
Questions (depending on student
If your child does not have the
icon in the top left
performance) are read aloud to all students in K-2
(and any student with read aloud accommodations) of the screen, do not read aloud the questions or
answer choices for them.
by clicking the
icon in the top left. Show the
student how to click and remind them to listen
closely.
You CANNOT turn off your
camera
in the Teams call. If your child’s teacher cannot
Sit nearby to make sure they stay focused see your child at all times, the examiner will have
and work hard to show what they know. When to pause the test and your child won’t be able to
finished - thank them for working so hard
proceed until the examiner can see him/her
independently!
again.
Ask the teacher for help with technology
or test administration questions by raising
your hand
something!

if you are unsure of

You CANNOT take this test in a language
other than English.

Please know that failing to adhere to these guidelines could result in your child not getting the proper supports and resources they need!

